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Suprathermal  electrons  generated  by  radio-frequency  (RF)  heating  and  current  drive  can
trigger  fishbone  instabilities,  which  may  degrade  the  efficiency  of  ECCD  or  LHCD  by
redistributing electrons. Assessing the dynamics of the energetic electron population is key to
understanding their interaction with the internal kink mode that is at the root of the electron
fishbone. Hard X-ray diagnostics are ideally suited for this purpose, by providing information
on the time evolution of the fast electron distribution in both real and energy spaces.
This  presentation will  focus  on  new  experimental  findings  on  electron  fishbones  during
ECCD†, using a state-of-the-art multi-channel hard X-ray spectroscopy system on the TCV
tokamak. Digital pulse detection and conditional averaging of hard X-ray data have enabled
the redistribution of suprathermal electrons to be observed at high temporal resolution: for the
first  time,  the  response  of  hard  X-ray  profiles  during  the  fishbone  oscillations  has  been
observed at the frequency of the mode. The responses of trapped and passing electrons have
been characterized  individually,  utilizing  the  configurational  flexibility  of  the  hard  X-ray
diagnostic.  Based  on  the  experimental  data,  the  electron  distribution  function  has  been
modeled using the 3-D relativistic bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck solver LUKE, coupled
with a hard X-ray synthetic diagnostic. The linear fishbone dispersion relation was solved to
assess the stability of the experimentally observed mode.
The results demonstrate that the mode is destabilized after the build-up of the suprathermal
electron  population,  resulting  in  deeply  trapped  electrons  selectively  interacting  with  the
mode and being lost during the oscillation. The solution of the linear fishbone dispersion
relation agrees well  with the experimentally observed mode frequency and mode rotation
direction,  which  is  the  electron  diamagnetic  drift  direction,  confirming that  the  observed
electron fishbone is destabilized by deeply trapped electrons. The effect of the energetic ion
population on the electron fishbones will be discussed, in the framework of future tokamak
operation at high ion temperature.
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